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The interaction of sound with hydrodynamic turbu- 
lence has been studied in detail. The sound absorp- 
tion decrement, the correlation time and lenqth and 
the frequency diffusion coefficient for the acous- 
tic wave packet are calculated. The spectral compo- 
sition of the sound radiated by a unit, turbulent 
volume and the spectral energy density of sound in 
equilibrium with the turbulence are studied. The 
region of applicability of the kinetic equation for 
sound with a linear dispersion low is found. 

INTRODUCTION 

A great number of papers and monographs has been dedicated to description of turbu- 
lent liquid (of gas) flow. However, even in the simplest case, i.e. in the case of 
homogenious isotropic flow of an incompressible liquid the turbulence problem can- 
not be regarded as solved. The common concept of developed hydrodynamic turbulence 
(Kolmogorov theory) is phenomenological. It is based upon hypothesis of interaction 
locality and upon dimension analysis. 

Kolmogorov theory is in good agrement with the experiment, therefore it is natural 
to accept it is a zero approximationwhile studying turbulencein compressible li- 
quid, due to weak interaction between vortex and potential flows at small Mach num- 
bers M=v7/cS (v'- characteristic velocity of vortex motion, - sound velocity) . 
Taking compressibility into account leads to appearance of dimensionless parame- 
ters, and dimension analysis cease to be effective. Description should be made pro- 
ceeding from dynamic equations of motion. For this purpose, the Euler equations 
for barotropic flow of a compressible liquid in Sec.1 are represented in Hamiltoni- 
an form (1.2) , (1.3) with the aid of the Clebsch variables (1.5) [I]. Then, assu- 
ming the Mach number to be small, we constructed the non-linear canonical transfor- 
mation (1.9)-(1.16) to the new variables in which the vortical motion of the liquid 
(a  ax)and the potential motion (bK,b:) are separated in maximum fashion[2]. In the- 
seK:a$lables, the Hamiltonian of the problem takes the form 

~ereH$is the Hamiltonian for sound in a quiescent liquid 3 : 

H,-J~,- b; b,- dE + 1/2J (,n (b:b,b, + c.  c ) 6 (s-$-c)d3K, d%d% (2) 

is the Hamiltonian for turbulent pulsations of the incompressible liquid[31 : 
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is the Hamiltonian of interaction of sound with turbulence calculated by us: 

The first term describes the scattering of sound by turbulence, the second one - 
the processes of radiation and absorption of sound by the turbulence. For the sta- 
tistical description we use the canonical diagram technique of ~yld[3]. In a num- 
ber of cases to estimate the diagrams we must sum an infinite set of diaqrams 
(i.e. transport must be taken into account) and use the Kolmogorov hypothesis that 
the unteraction of the vortices is local[2,4] . 
In Sec.3 below we obtain an expression for the sound dampinq decrement in a homo- 
geneous and isotropic turbulent medium: 

Here L is the external (integrated) scale of the turbulence. We note that this 
effect is absent in the approximation of a specified turbulence. In Sec.4, we stu- 
dy the spectral composition of the sound Ic (w) radiated by a unit turbulent vo- 
lume : 

The integrated intensity of the radiated sound $IS ( W ) ~ C J  was obtained earlier 
[6]. In acoustically opaque turbulence the sound density ES (w) is determined by 
the equilibrim between the processes of emission ( 6 )  and absorption ( 5 )  of the 
sound : 

Here the total energy density of "equilibrium" sound %=S%(W)~W is smaller 

3 2 
by a factor of M than the enerqy density of the turbulence pulsations f o  aT. 

In Sec.5 we consider the scattering of sound in a turbulent medium. As is well 
known[7,8,) these processes are almost elastic and lead to the isotropization of 
the acoustic packet with respect to directions. For very narrow packets 
( L a KS < 7 1,  the process of scaterina from vortices of enerqy-containinq scale 
L with characteristic time 

are important. Here is the acoustic wave vector. Scatterinq takes place here at 
the small angle A 0 c (KS L )-I  . ~ u t  this does not mean that the evolution of 
broad packets L A K ~ > >  7 can be considered in the differential approximation. 
The fact is that the small-angle scattering does not materially change the shape 
of the broad packet, and the basic role is played by scattering through angles of 
the order of its width. As a result, the characteristic time of change of the pac- 
ket increases and, in place of (8), we obtain 
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The total time of isotropizationZ-,--is determined by the evolution of the packet 
at the last stage, w h e n d ~  

S= K~ whence 

This expression is valid if KS lies in the inertial . interval of scales 
Z,<K;'< L ( Z,=L Re-jI4 is the internal turbulent scale). ~t X~ .t!, < 7 , the 
scattering processes are strongly suppressed because of the small intensity of 
vortices with K ~ L  < 7 ; in the case K >>I ,  the scattering takes place at a 

S P small angle, and the differential approx~mation is valid; the time of isotropiza- 
tion is determined by the scatterinq from vortices of scale zo : 

zi;( = -uT M / L  l?e'I4 (lob) 

Within the isotropization time, the sound is not able to aive up the turbulence 
energy because the time of sound absorption by the turbulence dis,  turns out to 
be very large: 

It is interesting thatTdip does not depend on the sound wave vector; therefore 
the initial shape of the sound energy distribution function over the frequencies 
does not change in the absorption process. The frequency evolution of the acoustic 
packet of low intensity is therefore determined by the inelastic part of the scat- 
tering of sound by the vortices. As is shown in [ 2 ] ,  under the conditions 

zo < < L , the characteristic time of frequency evolution Qiff is 

The time Z d i f f  was calculated earlier in the work of Krasil'nikov and ~avlov[8] 
under the conditions K ~ L  M<  1, K9 Zo> 7 .  With increase in the sound intensity, the 
necessity arises of taking into account the interaction of sound with sound (SS- 
interaction) and the problem is how this is to be done. It is known that the ap- 
proximation of almost random phases (the kinetic equation) is inapplicable for the 
description of acoustic tirbulence in the case of a linear dispersion law WK= 
CSKS. The fact is that all the waves propagating is one direction have the same 
velocity, and the interaction between them leads to a strong phase correlation. In 
the presence of dispersion, a spreading of the acoustic packet takes place and the 
kinetic equation is applicable if the time of SS - interaction 

is longer than the time of randomization of the phases in the packetrd : 

Zy=W1l(~K)? Another reason exists for the randomization of the phases for sound 
in a turbulent medium - its scattering from the random vortex field. It is there- 
fore natural to estimate the time of randomization from the time of 
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scattering of the sound by the vortices, i. e. , to assume Z;'=C;L ( K ~  L XYS LM) 

(see ( 8 ) ) .  Thus the kinetic equation is applicable if 'L' SS>Tp. i.e., 

In the region uSLM< I <his criterion is obtained in Sec.6 by the analysis of the 
diagram series for renormalization of the vertex that discribes the interaction of 
sound with sound. At K , L M  > I , this analysis leads to another criterion for the 
applicability of the kinetic equation 

Let us clarify the reason for this difference. The parameter KS L h? has the meaning 
of a phase lag A over the distance L which arises because of its interaction 
with the vortex velocity field of scale i . At K~ LM< A (D < f and the time 
of destruction of the phase correlation %'coyis determined by the random distribu- 
tion of the phase over a large number of .vortices; at K f ,M > . I  , the phase shift 

S over the path L is large and the destruction of the correlations takes place over 
a distance A that is smaller than L . We can therefore assume that the acoustic 
packet is transported as a whole in the almost homogeneous velocity field of the 
large-scale vortices; the timer is determined by the Doppler effect from these 
vortices and Z = ( K  3 )-' c o r  

G O T  S T * 

The transport of the packet as a whole does not destroy the correlation of phases 
between the waves inside the packet and therefore the criterion of applicability 
of the kinetic equation is not determined by the timeZCOT. To obtain this crite- 
rion, as we have shown in Sec.6, it is necessary to compare the interaction length 

A i n t = c S ~  with the distanceACOT in which the phase correlation in the wave 
is destoyekThe correlation lenqth ACot, as is shown in sec.5, is determined by 
the sound scattering from vortices of scale A < L ; determining it self-consi- 
stently, we obtain cor 

The relation Ail! >ACoT is equivalent to the criterion (16). It is seen from all 
that has been sari above that the interaction of the sound with the hydrodynamic 
turbulence is characterized on the whole by a set of times which describe the 
sound attenuation, the scattering and correlation properties of the acoustic pac- 
kets and so on. For convenience in comparinq these, we have collected the corres- 
ponding expressions for the frequencies 7-' in a table. 

In the region of weak turbulence upon satisfaction of the criteria (16) and (17) 
the interaction of sound with sound appears first in the frequency evolution of 
the packet. It becomes decisive when 

~f now SS ( C d i S  , i-e., 

E s > y o y f ~ ( K S ~ ) - :  M ( K ~ L c M R ~ ' ' :  

then the role of turbulence is reduced merely to the isotropization of the packet 
and is determined in other respects by the kinetic equation of the interaction of 
sound with sound. 
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If we consider the problem of the spectrum of acoustic turbulence, then the Zakha- 
rov-Sagdeev spectrum ES~J K-3/Z will be produced in the region (16) , (17) and 
(19) as the exact solution of the kinetic equation. If the sound intensity is 
large and the criterion (161, (17) is violated, a region of strong acoustic turbu- 
lence begins, th effect of the vortices can be neglected and the question about 7) spectrum is open because the alternative possibility (i.e. the Kadomtsev-Petvi- 
ashvili spectrum E & K -  ) exists[10]. 

S 

1. CANONICAL VARIABLES IN HYDRODYNAMICS. THE HAMILTONIAN 

The equations of ideal hydrodynamics, which describe the barotropic flow of a com- 
pressible liquid, permit locally the introduction of canonical variables - the 
Clebsch variable sf,^; J,ff,[1]the Hamilton equations for which are of the form 

Here 

while 

The case z=  0 or/M = const corresponds to potential motions of the liquid, which 
are described by the pair of variables /3 and in correspondence with Eqs. (1 - 2 ) .  
In the caLe of an incompressible liquid, /;) = 0 and Eqs. (1.2) reduce to the rela- 
tion div v = 0, which allows us to express @in terms of zand p: 

Then, from (1.4), 

and Eqs. (1.2) f o r 2  andp describe the nonpotential motions of the incompressible 
liquid ; 

In the general case, we cannot state that the pair @describe the =tential 
motions and the pair 7 andl(l the vortical motion. by dividino V into two 
parts 

it is easy to see that 

Therefore, the initial Clebsch variables are unsuitable for a description of the 
turbulence of the compressible liquid: the fields ( f  , @ ) and. ( x, f b f )  turn out 
to be strongly coupled even in the case in which the velocity of the pulsations 
is not large, i. e. , at M ( 4  ? . Formally, this is manifest by the fact that some 
matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian of these fields increase with incre- 
ase in the sound velocity, 

Assuming the Mach number M to be small, we construct a canonical transformation 
that separates the potential and vortical motions of the liquid in the principal 
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order in the new variables 9, p ; Q , P . Vle specify the transformation with the 
aid of the generating functional F ( 7, a; @, ) , which depends on the new co- 
ordinates and the old momenta[9]: 

Denoting by F_ the identity-transformation functional 

we represent F in-the form F=c +e , 'where 6 =5 (?, 9; @, r )  is so chosen 
thatT=- and/;)=@. The functional F does not depend on @ ,  is bllinear in 

7 
and Q, and 1s a series in powers of the variable part of the density 

/y 
f,=f -yo : 

As an expansion parameter, we use - 
where KS and KT are the characteristic wave vectors of sound and turbulence, ES 
is the energy of the acoustic motions. Substituting (1.10) and (1.11) in (1.9), 
and solving the resultant relation by the iteration method (in terms of the pa- 
ramenter 3 << !) , we get 

4=p7 ~ = @ + d - ' d i ~  ( A ~ - ? v ~ ) = $ ;  

In the new variables 

Thus, the potential motions are described only by the pair% and p ; the principal 
contribution to the vortex motion is made l3y the "turbulence" variables Q and 
p . The last term in the expersion for V dzscribes the effect of compressibili- 

ty on the vortex motion. We transform in tke K-representation in standard fash'on 
[2]from the variables -Q Pto the complex conjugate variables b b* 4 2 %K~PKV I(, K K7 K >  K7 R 

In these variables, the equations of hydrodynamics take the form 

i 6;  = 8 H /sac 9 

with the Hamiltonian /7/ obtained from the substitution of (1.16) and (1.17) in 
(1.3) : 
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The acoustic ~amiltonian Hs has the usual form (2) , in which 

n=K K . is the adiabatic exponent: y = C  / C  The Hamiltonian H* is identical - -i! P v' with t e Hamiltonian (3) for the turbulence of an incompressible liquid, with 

In the incompressible liquid, 

In the interaction Hamiltonian H ( 4 )  , the matrix elements are of the form 
-3/2 s t  112 - 6 c z i i / K = ( ( 2 ~ )  ( + x ~ )  y F R ( G r C ) / 2 ,  W--^  --= 

1 2  3 4  7 2 3 4 K K  K K  ? 2/34(1.21) 
- 3/2 =c~n ( z ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ) ' ' ~ [ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ( ~ ~  1 3  

In ~ q .  (4), terms of the form ~ ( ~ l c y a * b ~ + ~  
1 2  

are not written down since the are unimportant for what follows. These terms dif- 
fer from S ~ ~ * A & *  and by the small factor 

2. STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF NONLINEAR TURBULENT AND ACOUSTIC FIELDS 

1. Diagram Technique. For the statistical description of nonlinear fields %and 
I b K ,  we use the canonical diagram technique of Wyld, which is similar to that 
analyzed in Ref.3. In contrast with Ref. 3, we consider a system of two coupled 
fields. We introduce the graphic notation for the Green's function (which has the 
meaning of a linear response to the force 6 f : 

G9 ---- 
and the pair correlators 

-, 9 q -  . 

b 4 ( $ - e $ ~ ' < b  9 b*+f4(?-$) 7 n 6?7)=-6(~)6' ( K )  - - 7 
These quantities satisfy the Dyson equations 

G ( -  X ) -  g 9 = ( ~ - ~  ) -  u.3) 
? 9 

(2.4) 

wherex d - @ are the sums of the correspondinq irreducible diaqrams. 
9' ?' ?' 7, 

We write down the Dyson equation forfl in the form 
K W  
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In the case in which the interaction is weak, only diaqrams of second order in the 
vertices need be retained in the series for X1'and @ , and Eq. (2.5) can be in- 
tegrated with respect tow. Then the conditionS L , Z J ~ ~ J  ,!,,,= o will coincide 
with the stationary kinetic equations for the waves: 

I I 
where 0- = 0, 

K ,  GI (K)'  K K, W ( K )  
It is seen from Eq. (2.6) that physically vertex rK - the "dampinq decrement" - 
has the meaning of the departure term and qK the meaning of the apporoach term in 
the kinetic equation. The kinetic-equation ~pproximation in a number of cases is 
insufficient and it is necessary to substitute the already partially summed quan- 
tities rK and (PKin Eq. (2.6). We shall use a similar equation for the hydrodyna- 
mic pulsations of the velocity: 

In the equations LKO=a zKW= 0 , a cancellation of the longwave divergences 
responsible for transport takes place. The reason for this is that the transport 
of the elementary excitation (vortices, sound waves) by a homogeneous velocity 
field does not lead to a redistribution of the energy in K space. 

3. DAMPING OF SOUND IN A TURBULENT MEDIUM 

In a turbulent medium, the contribution to the damping decrement & arises both as 
a result of the direct absorption of the sound energy by the. turbulent pulsations 
and from processes of sound scattering. We study the first of these mechanisms. 

r- 

1. Sound absorption.We calculate the contribution tolK W(pade by sound absorp- 
tion in processes described by the Wvertices in ( 4 ) .  dere it suffices to take 
into account diaqrams of the order w2;  diaqrams containinq W 'and S"M/ are 
small in comparison with M. Thus, 

-I. 

. -  . . 

In the calculation of imzF& strong cancellation takes place in the diagrams that 
differ in the arrow directions. As a result, the sums of each of the two diaqrams 
in the brackets in (3.1) turn out to be of the order of ( K V ~ ] ( K L ) ~ / ~ M ~ / ~  . Mo- 
reover, the sum of the entire diaqram ser'es (3.1) is still less than this quanti- 
ty in terms of the parameter (M /KL  )'jJ . Actually, the principal contribution 
to the intergration over those internal linesn9 which are not joined to an input 

in diaqrams (3.1) ]  is made by the energy-containing region: ,% 6 a, L'? In this region, we can take in place of the diagram 
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+ 

Here 

S(F,-% ) s( w2-G$) 

and differs from usual vertex 

I d -  

C3 TP/34  6 (~+K~-K~-K') 6 ( ?  + w ~ - Q ~ - ~ ~ ) -  
The dia\grams (3.2) describe the transport of the absorbinq volume by vortices of 
scale~~lk+ It can be summed by the method discribed in[4]. (See also the review by 
V. L'vov, E.Ku~netsov in this ussue of Phys. Rep.) Then the Green's functionG KW? 7 
takes the form 

i_n which< %denotes averaging over the ensemblezf the turbulent velocity field 
V at the arbitrary point T t ,  and we obtain for a diaqram series which must 
be calculated with the Kolmogorov functions KW 

=Cd-$(Gl~/v, (KL?"~) ( 3 - 4 )  

that do not contain the transport: 

The analytic expression for the first pair of diaqrams has the form 
- A &  - A " [ S ( K+ q- K ~ + K ~ - K ~  )6 (K$+Y- zi=S I w"; K;,X;G12ny;~,n502 "x;w39;,o4 

-w2+ w3-u4)-6 (-P+ T,-K;+K;-<)6 ( - K ~ + G J , - Q ~ + w ~ - ~ ~ ) ]  x 

xd%~dw,d3<dw,d3< d%d3~;da4. 
The basic contribution to this expression is made by inteqration over the renion 
of scales K -  Z K  , where the characteristic Kolmoqorov freauencv 

/ L  (K.t~z:s of order KCS . \Ye assume that KT falls in the inertial L-'< 
< 5 <11 Re , or 

ML-' < K, < M L - ' R ~ ' "  (3.6) 

With account of this circumstance, it is easy to estimate 
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We obtain this result qualitatively by considerinq the chanqe in enerqy of turbu- 
lent pulsations with a characteristic frequency of motion: 

In the field of a sound wave of intensity ES, the density of the liquid oscilla- 
tes with amplitude dj3 2 which produces chanqes in the velo- vEslro C s  within the time uf sinqle period a-! The city u by an amount 67~ vT6pS/po correspondinq change inTthf: energy of the vortex motion has the form s 

&E,- 2 E ~ [ ~ ~ / ~ ~ + ~ & / / J D ~ + .  - -1 
whence 

dE..dt = d6FT / d t  - w , G  E;= c ~ ~ E ~ ( G ~ ~ ) ~ =  w , ~ , ~ - / ~ ~ c ~  
2 

Then, substitutinq ET= pV, ( K ~ L  -'I3 and expressinq K in terms of 5 we qet, 
T 

with the help of the relatlon W T -  - KS cs , 

which corresponds to the estimate (3.7) . 
We compare the sound absorption by turbulence (3.7) with its damping due to visco- 
sity and heat conduction Z 4~~ [12]. At small KS , the damping (3.7) predomi- 
nates and is comparable with at K ~ = K , ,  where 

K: = z ) ~  M Y ~ ~ = ( M * / L ~ ) ( ~ ~ L / J )  = M ' R ~  / L  '. (3.9) 

Thus, the damping due to turbulence predominates over the whole ranqe (3.6). 

4. STUDY OF THE SOUND OF TURBULENCE 

1. Study of "transparent turbulence". We use the-kinetic equations for sound (2.61, 
to which we add the phenomenological component Mc, which describes the losses due 
to radiation of sound from the turbulent volume: 

If the volume occupied by the turbulence is so small that it is acoustically trans- 
parent, then the losses due to dampinqrK can be neqlected. Then we qet for the 
energy flux density (in a unit interval of frequency per unit time per unit volume) 

2 3 ( w ) = ~ x K ~ *  = 4 ~  K @qCU(z ) .  (4.2) 

The principal sequence of diagrams for @is proportional to w2and does not con- 
tain sound lines: 

It is not difficult to understand that this sequence is summed to the fourth cor- 
relator of the turbulent velocity: 
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+wJ)b' ( ~ ~ + ~ + + ~ ) d y d w ~  d 3 < d ~ 2 d 3 5  dm3 d35 cfu4 . 
The Z axis is oriented along and 

Estimate of this expression on the Kolmoqorov spectrum of isotropic turbulence qi- 
ves 

In correspondence with (4.2), this expression determines the spectral content of 
the sound radiated acoustically by the transparent turbulence: 

We note that the principal c ntribution to the emission of sound at a frequency is 
made by vortices of scale f ? K r ,  for which the characteristic anqular frequency 
i s  ( ) is of the order of LJS . The most intensively radiated is 
sound of vortlces of the energy content scale L at frequency u / L  . 

T 

We obtain the estimate (4.6) qualitatively. In the decay of the vortex of scale  in time I / ~ - ,  density pulsations develop which produce chanqes in the volume 
of the vortex a't a rate 

6p,=poa:j K . ) / c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  M ' ( K ~ L  ) 2/3 
v = d v / d t  = Vw,6/~,/p,- ( Z J , / L ) ( M ~ K ; ~ )  

The pulsating volume causes radiation of sound with intensity 

(see Ref.12). Substitutinq there the estimate for V ,  multiplyins the result by 
the number of vortices per unit volume. K? ,and expressinq KT in terms of KS 
according to the formula Cd7 2 K~ c S  , we obtain the formula (4.6) for 1 (@)= 

The total flow is determined by the inteqral of the expression (4.6) with respect 
to W : 

I = p, U ; M ~ / L .  (4.7) 

The estimate (4.7) for the inteqrated intensity was obtained previously by other 
methods [6]. 

2 .  The sound spectrum in a non-transparent medium. It is determined by Eq.(4.1), 
in which it is necessary to neglect losses due to radiation: 

This spectrum is determined by the equilibrium between the process of sound radia- 
tion (4.5) and the reverse process of its absorption (3.7). Scatterinq processes 
lead only to isotropization and, of course, do not affect the spectral composition 
of rS (1.2)) (4.6). Thus, 

N K = p o u T ~ 4 ( ~ / ~ ~  )I3/' (4.9) 
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This expression is valid in the interval (4.4) for KS at which KTfalls in the iner- 
tial interval. The sound enerqy density per unit frequency interval is of the form 

The total "equilibrium" sound enerqy density 

3 
E,=J EJW) dw Z ~ U + M  (4.11) 

3 is smaller by a factor o f M  than the enerqy density of the turbulent pulsations. 

5. SCATERRING OF SOUND IN A TURBULENT MEDIUM 

1. Scattering of a plane wave. The diaqrams rK wI which describe the scattering 
of sound by turbulent pulsations, have the followinq structure: 

Diagrams with a sinqle vertex S (for example,l) describe the Doppler shift of the 
frequencyK<UT>and are equal to zero in a system of coordinates where the liquid 
is at rest on the average. 

In the region L < 7 ,  diagrams of the series (5.1) make no contribution to zKCL) 
because of the laws of enerqy-momentum conservation, under the assumption that 
there are no turbulent pulsations with scale KL < . 
At ? < K ~ L  < MI it is necessary to take into account only diaqrams of the order 
of S ': numbers 2, 3, etc., from series (5.1) . It is not difficult to see that the 
sum of this series has the form 

Herezapis the pair correlator of the velocity: 

In the calculation of the correction to the sound dispersion law AwK=ReEK, l3 (,, , 
it is necessary to substitute the complete Green's function in (5.2). As a result, 
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We now estimate Jm w(K)on the mass shell, substituting the bare Green's functi- 
on in (5.2). The princ?lpal contribution to the inteqration over~"is made by the 
energy-containing region K "c ~ - l .  As a result, 

In the scatterinq processes, the frequency and, consequently, the enerqy of the 
sound is conserved (the inelasticity is small in the parameter M , broadening of 
the Green's function and of the pair correlator in W i s  due to loss of phase co- 
herence. Strictly speakinq, the time ~ = f - '  is the time of phase correlation and 
is not at all connected with the sound enerqy dissipation in the turbulent medium. 

We now obtain the estimate of 5.5) qualitatively, considerinq the sound scatte- I ring from vortices of  scale^;. In a sinole scatterinq act, the phase of the wave 
is altered, because of the Doppler frequency shift, by an amount 

where 7Jr / (KT  L)'!: the circumferential velocity of the vortex. In a time Z , 
N=K,.cS GY acts of scatterinq take place and the phase change increases bvfi- he 
time of loss of the correlations in scatterinq from vortices of  scale^;' is deter- 
mined from the condition A c p f i = j  : 

5/3 
G,(K~)=z ; :  ( K ~ )  = K : V L  M / ( I ( ~ L )  . (5.6) 

The principal contribution to ( K T )  is made by vortical motion with characteris- 
tic scale K L-', which corresponds to the estimate (5.5) . 

T 

In the shorter-wave region, when US ,!, M > 7 , the physical picture of the scatte- 
ring of the wave is chanqed, since the Doppler phase shift by a single vortex of 
energy-containing scale exceeds d. Formally, this is expressed by the fact that 
the diagrams (5.1) with two, three and more vertices S turn out to be of the same 
order of magnitude. The principal contribution to xKWis made by those diaqrams 
for which the external momentum is carried alonq the "backbone" of the sound 
Green's function, oriented from left to riqht, while inteqration is carried out 
over the remaining turbulent lines)7%,9%in,the enerqy-containinq reqion K L  f . 
This sequence is summed by the method descr~bed in Ref.4. As a result, 

This Green's function describes the transport of the field of the sound wave as a 
whole with random velocity. 

The width in Cc) determines the lifetime of the phase correlations T,&= KSUT . 
~owever,A~~,,. # c ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ,  because the sound wave vector is conserved in the appro- 
ximation ( 5 . 7 )  corresponding to transport of the spatially homoqeneous velocity 
field. Therefore, the correlation function K ( K ~ O  )is proportional toexp ( i ~ ~  R ) 
and the spatial correlation of the phases is not destroyed. 

2. Spatial correlation length. At K L M << 1 ,  the distance at which the phase of 
the wave falls off by &, S 

is greater than the energy-conservinq scalef, and is the correlation lenqthAcor. 
At K L  M > I , we cannot assume the quantity (5.8) to he the correlation lenqth, 
as has already been noted above, since the almost homoqeneous transport of the sca- 
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le L , making the principal contribution t ~ ~ ~ ~ , , , ,  does not lead to a destruction 
of the spatial correlations. We refAne the approximation (5.7) seekinqG in the 
form (3.2). The diagram series forzhas the form 

K O  

where the vertex-trianqle is Sf2 * ~ ( K ~ - K ~  ) & ( w * - w ~ )  and differs from the 
usual vertex-point , which has tde form .!?1P,34 6 (9, -ye-  9 - q4 ) . Subtraction 
leads to cancellation of terms in from the reglon of rnteqratlon over KT < 
which is determined from the condition 

(5.10) 

With account of this, estimate of from the first bracket qives 

All the remaining diagrams here are of the same order of maqnitude. Thus, 

- d 

This contribution t o t  arises because of the spatial inhomoqeneity of the velocity 
field and therefore leads to a destruction of the spatial correlations: 

We note that A,.0.,." x' where% is determined from (5.10) . Thus ,AGoTis of the 
order of the size of the vortices which make the principal contribution in the 
destruction of the spatial correlations. 

We now obtain an estimate forACOT qualitatively. It is obvious that vortices with 
size K ~ A ~ ~ ~ <  do not destroy the phase correlations at a distancen,, Their 
effect reduces to the uniform transport of the sound field in the volume XioT, 
while the shortwave vortices with K ~ A ~ ~ ~ > I  weakly disrupt the correlations see 
(5.6) . Therefore, we can understand why the basic contribution tofiCOTis made by 
vortices with size 

From the qualitative estimate of (5.6), we obtain the following for the correlati- 
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on length: 

-1 
~ubstitutin~A~~.,.as KT and solvinq the resultant equation relative to 
obtain the desired estimate (5.13). ACOT' We 

3. Evolution of acoustic packet in direction. With the help of the nonstationary 
kinetic equation 

dN, / 2 d t  =-% N,+&@ K , c ~ ) ( K )  (5.14) 

we obtain the evolution of the acoustic packet in the linear approximation from 
the intensity of the sound. At K, L < I , there is no sound scatterinq at all; in 
the r a n g e M < ~ , L M < f  , as has already been noted, we can limit ourselves to 
diagrams that are quadratic in the vertices S . Ilsinq the expression (5.2) for 
rK and summinq the diaqram series for@ in analoqous fashion, 

KC3 

we obtain 

This equation was discussed previously in the work of Krasilnikov an? ~avlou[8] 
For isotropic turbulence in the approximation M <<I,  this can be simplified: 

At the beqining of this section, in the calculation of the dampinq decrement of a 
plane wave in scattering processes, it was shown that the principal contribution to 
rK is made by larqe-scale vortices, which lead to scatterinq at small anqles of 
the order of ( K L ) - ' .  Therefore, we can show that the diffusion approximation is 
valid over the anglesC81, i-e., the process of scatterinq at larqe angles is the 
result of small angle scatterinq in staqes. However, analysis of Eq. (5.16) shows 
that the diffusion approximatiorl over the anqles is valid if the sound wavelength 
is greater than the interi~al scale of the turbulence. The fact is that the contri- 
bution of the scatterinq at small anqles Ae and the evolution of the acoustic pac- 
ket of width A K ~  is stronqly supnressed (as a result of the scatterinq, the wave 
does not emerge from the packet) if <AK / K, . Therefore, scatterinq 
from vortices with K L > 7 beqins to play a rofe in the inertial interval. As a 

I 
result, the evolution %s essentially determined by the scatterinq at ancrles A e 
of the order of the width of the acoustic packet: A e  -AK, /K, . Formally, all 
this means that a strong cancellation takes place in the inteqral (5.16) in the 
region I( ' I <  A K and the fundamental contribution is made by Kg 2 KS . With 

T S 
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account of this, the damping decrement r ( K ) of a packet of width AK turns out 
to be of the order of K~ S 

This result is easily obtained from qualitative considerations by considering scat- 
tering from vortices of scale KT = A K ~ .  Takinq it into account that the periphe- 
ral speed in these vortices is vYT = UT ( K ~  /., )-'I2 , it is not difficult to ob-- 
tain an estimate for the scatterinn anqle from a sinqle vortex:de(~~) % M(K,L) I12 

. By virtue of the random character of the scatterinq  some^$/ ( K ~ ~ @ ( K $ ) )  
acts are necessary for scattering at an angle of the order of K T / ~ S  . Then the 
length of the path of the sound relative to the scattering processes from the vor- 
tices KThas the form 

(5. IS) 

Its correspondinq dampinq decrement, GF ( A  K ~ )  = CS A-'( KT ) , is identical 
with the estimate (5.17). It is clear rom this consideration that we must take 
L-' as K~ if d~~ < L -' . Then (5.17) is identical with the dampinq decrement of 
a plane wave (5.5) . At > L-: gT r A gS . For broad anale packets = 
r KS and 

(5.19) 

This estimate determines the isotropization time of the packet. Its corresponding 
path length determines the distanceAiS over which the direction of propagation 
changes by an angle of order d :  

if lo AK > 1 ( z0 is the internal scale), then, in place of (5.20) we have 
-1/4 

A ~ ~ = L M ~ ( L / Z ~ ) " = L M - ~ R ~  , 

Here and in (5.20), we have assumed that the isotropization lenqth is less than 
the viscous damping length. 

4. Criterion for the transparency of the turbulent layer. In propagating through 
a turbulent layer sound is chiefly absorbed by two mechanisms; in the reqion 
M < K ~ L  < M Re l t r  , as a consequence of direct absorption of the sound by the 
turbulence, with decrement =7IT L-'M ; in the reqion KS L > MRe ' I 2  , becau- 
se of viscosity and thermal conductivity of the medium. If K# L 4 1 ,  then the 
sound is propagated in a straiqht line and a layer of thickness 

turns out to be opaaue because of the sound absorntion. 

At L-'<K < zc' it is necessary to take into account processes of elastic scatte- 
ring of the sound, which lead to a random walk of the phonons in the turbulent me- 
dium. After traveling a path >>Aig, the phonon moves away from the initial 
point to a distance of the order of 

Thus the turbulence will be opaque if 
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6. INTERACTION OF SOUND WITH SOUND IN A TURBULENT MEDIUM 

In the study of the evolution of the sound field, we have up to now neqlected the 
interaction of sound with sound (83-interaction) in comparison with the interac- 
tion with hydrodynamic turbulence. The characteristic inverse time of the SS-in- 
teraction GS is easily estimated from the kinetic eauation for the sound: 

at low sourid intensities, is small. 

For isotropic acoustic turbulence, the aporoximation used above (which is linear 
in the sound amplitude) is valid if Gs is less than the sound dampin" decrement 
due to the turbulence rd~SS ( 5 ) '  i.e., 

N, K ~ / ~ ~  < v M'/L E, < p o ~ , ?  M / K L  ( 6 . 2 )  

where E is the sound energy density. S 

In the opposite case, the SS-scatterinq is decisive. Limitinq ourselves to the 
first diagrams f o r z  and QK : 

K 

we obtain the kinetic-equation approximation for the sound [13]. This approximation 
is valid if the subsequent diagrams, which renormalize the vertex of the interacti- 
on, are small. For sound with dispersion, propagatinq in a nonturbulent medium[3), 
we have 

+ /  + ,A, }+... 
- -  - -  

For an- acoustic packet of width AK , calculation of the diaarams yields 

The well-known criterion for the applicability of the kinetic equation for sound 
then follows: r < G ) " ( d K )  . It can be shown that the length of the SS-interac- 
tion,Ass=c, [: should be larqe in comparison with the correlation lenqth for 
the phase: ACOT CS/Cd "(A K)' . The phase mismatch of the waves in the packet 
arises from the fact that waves with differentK ~ropaqate with different qroup 
velocities d 7 ~ ? ,  = w " ( A K ) ~ .  SS 
In turbulent medlum, the series for Gz3 has the followinq form: 
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At KL M < 1, the diaqrms wich contain the turbulent lines have an additional 
smallness parameter : (us L M . Calculation of the diagram in the curly brackets 
with substitution of the solid linesN and G which take into account the effect 

K~ Kw' 
of the turbulence, yields the followinr; criterion for the applicability of the ki- 
netic equation: 

(6.3) 

In the range KS L M>> I , the situation becomes more complicated and, as usual, it 
is necessary to take into account the whole series of diaqrams in powers of the 
hydrodynamic velocity. It is also impossible to establish the fact that the role 
of hydrodynamic turbulence reduces to the renormalizatiori of the functionsN 
C and the vertex of theSS-interaction. For example, diagrams of the type Kw' 
KuJ 

are important. Nevertheless, the whole series of the "kinetic" equation can be sum- 
med by the method described in ~ef.[q, throuqh transition to the "randomly moving 
reference system", which eliminates from the Green's function the Doppler shift 

from vortices with scale qreater than A,,,. As a result, we obtain the fol- 
lowins criterion of applicabilitv of the kinetlc eauation for sound in a turbulent 
medium in the range K ~ L  M > 1 : 

The inequalities (6.3) and (6.4) have a simple meaning - the length of the interac- 
tion should be large in comparison with the lenqth of the phase correlation. In 
this case, the phases have time to become stoqhastic and the kinetic equation is 
valid. We emphasize that the width of the acoustic packet does not enter into the 
criteria (6.3) and (6.4). The randomization of the phase in a turbulent medium at 
a distanceACOTtakes place even for a sinqle wave. 

It is of interest to express the criteria (6.3) and (6.4) in terms of the enerqy 
density of the acoustic fiel: 
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In conclusion, we discuss the problem of the spectrum of the acoustic turbulence 
excited by an external source. If the sound intensity satisfies the criterion (6.21, 
then no energy redistribution over the spectrum takes place, since the snund atten- 
uation due to turbulence exceeds the inelastic scatterinq of sound (6.1). In this 
case, the acoustic spectrum outside the pumping region will be "equilibrium": 

E(%)N If the sound intensity exceeds the threshold (6.2) , but all the 
criteria (6.5) are satisfied, then the interaction of the sound with sound can be 
studied in the approximation of the kinetic equation, and the sound interaction 
with the turbulence leads to isotropization of the acoustic spectrum with a time 
2 ; - ' ~  K ~ U M  (KSL )-*I3 , see (5.19) . In this case, the isotropic spectrum of 
Zakharov-Sagdeev is established E K - ~ - * 2  as the exact solution of the kinetic 
equation. At higher intensities, the criterion (6.5) is violated and we fall into 
the region of strong acoustic turbulence. 
Footnote : 

'Another viewpoint is expressed in Ref. 9, the authors of which assume that the 
Zakharov-Sagdeev spectrum has a much wider region of existence than the region 
of applicability of the kinetic equation. 
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Table 1. Characteristic frequencies describing the 
interaction of sound with hydrodynamic tur- 
bulence 

Note. For comparison, we oive the sound dampino decrement: Zd " U ~ ~ " M  
2 

t 5  
at ML-'< x,< M L " R ~ " ~  lZdi.s = J / K ~  at 5 > ML-'Re "L 
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